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IMMEDIATE DIRECTOR

RYBAT MHALPHA

1. LEGAL ATTACHE PROVIDED

STATION COMPOSITE PHOTOS SUSPECT IN CONNECTION INVESTIGATION DEATH MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR AND ASKED FOR CHECK AGAINST VISITORS SOVIET AND CUBAN EMBASSY MEXICO DURING RECENT MONTHS.

2. CHECKS NEGATIVE BOTH EMBASSIES FOR PERSON WHO APPEARS TO RESEMBLE THE COMPOSITE PHOTO. ON 30 JANUARY 1968 UNIDENTIFIED WHITE MALE VISITED SOVIET EMBASSY BUT DESCRIPTION DOES NOT FIT LEGAL ATTACHE COMPOSITE PHOTO OR DESCRIPTION VERY CLOSELY. STATION PLANS PASS STERILE PHOTOS WITH STIPULATION THAT HE DOES NOT APPEAR IDENTICAL THEIR SUSPECT AND ANY USE OF PHOTO IN INVESTIGATION MAY NOT REVEAL PHOTO MADE IN MEXICO OR BY WOIRM. ADVISE IMMEDIATELY IF PHOTO SHOULD BE PASSED HPS LEVEL FOR SECURITY REASONS.
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